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The )atest arrîval of the MIDOSA famîly is MEX - the MidosaEditor for 
XML-standards. Lîke its other family members ît îs a software tool especially 
developed to support the archival descrîption, this time now integratîng a function for 
the creatîon of complete online presentations of digitîsed archives inside online 
finding aids. Ali MIDOSA tools reacted to new developments of technology and 
opened new ways to support archival work, to offer descriptive înformation to .users 
of archîves and to enhance the service quality of archîves services. Based on the 
same prînciples of easy to use high tech for low budgets each ofthem had its specific 
functîons. 

The new development is a logic successor of the preceding MIDOSA tools. 
lt follows the same prînciples and wants to achieve the same aims. They can be 
resumed în providîng support for professional archîvîsts offerîng them newest 
technology tailored to theîr needs and to enhance the vîsîbility and usefulness of 
archîves. By supportîng professîonal tasks MIDOSA demonstrated that modem 
îtiformatîon technîques did not urge archivîsts to gîve up theîr înherited traditions and 
professîonal standards. These technîques instead allow makîng the archîval 
professional prîncîples lîke provenance even more relevant for the service-oriented 
work opening the access to archives for every body interested în investigating them. 

The MIDOSA tools started with a decentralîsed database application on at 
that tîme very modern and just recently avaîlable mîcrocomputers, the first PCs in the 
middle of the eîghties with the aîm to produce finding aids. Today they stîll are 
conceîved to produce findîng aîds meanwhîle with the use of Internet technologîes 
and on the basîs of întematîonal standards. MIDOSA în îts different steps always 
used the latest technologies and made them avaîlable for the archivists' desk. 

MIDOSA 
The first applicatîon called MIDOSA (Microcomputer supported 

documentatîon system for archives) was developed by the Baden-Wiirttemberg state 
archives în the mîddle of the 80îes. From the begînning the aim of the software was 
to support the production of findîng aîds1

• Thîs was a new thînking in Gennany at 
that time of first experîences wîth mainframe computers doîng theîr jobs in batch 
mode maînly during the nîght. The debates during the annual meetings of archîvîsts 

1 Cf. Hartmut Weber, Der Computer im Archiv -zei/gemă.Pe Arbeitshilfe oder modische Spielerei?, 
"'Der Archivar", 40 ( 1987), p. 485-503; cf. also idem, Archives in a Changing World, "Revista 
J\rhivelor", 2006, 2, p. 45-49. 
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were about indexing systems and the application of thesauri, promoted especially by 
the parliamentary archivists. 

The first talks about cumulating indexes from severa! record groups were 
about indexes to existing finding aids, however soon they implied an indexing of the 
records themselves. In this landscape of thinking going into the direction of 
abolishing traditional professional approaches and replacing them by other methods 
supposed to be implied in modem technologies MIDOSA was the first application 
showing that a provenance oriented description was a professional question, and that 
it did not depend on the techniques available for description and for the creation of 
finding aids. It demonstrated that the new technologies were well usable for archival 
implementations and that finding aids were not outdated by new technical 
developments. The MIDOSA developments in the curse of time showed that the 
modem information technologies did even better fit to using provenance based 
methods for providing open and comfortable access to archives. 

The MIDOSA applications demonstrated how to work in a decentralised 
way. They were installed in severa! archives and there the description was done. The 
data produced with them were brought together into a central system, were the 
finding aids were printed. The data were brought together and centralised, not the 
applications. A main advantage of such an application at that time was the possibility 
to produce finding aids electronically for the modem record groups coming from 
working agencies. These record groups were still growing and now new accruals 
could be added to the finding aids after their transfer and description, which was not 
within reach before. 

MIDOSA95 
The MIDOSA software, based on an early database was migrated to the 

more widespread database software dBase in the early nineties and was distributed as 
MIDOSA95 by the archives school Marburg. Compared to the preceding version it 
was enhanced with templates for different kinds of archival records including case 
files, personal files and court records. Midosa95 was made compliant with ISAD(G) 
and offered the possibility to choose the relevant levei for the intended description as 
defined in the !CA standard. It was used for practicai course work with archival 
records. Students ofthe archives school drafted a manual2 and courses in the program 
of continued trai ning were offered for users. 

2 Werner Engel (ed.), MIDOSA95 - Handbuch und Programm der a/s Gemeinschaftsprojekt mit der 
landesarchivdirektion Baden-Wiirttemberg entwicke/ten Ersch/iej3ungssoftware (bearbeitet von 
Thekla Kluttig und Andreas Weber unter Mitarbeit von Udo Herkert), Marburg. 1997. 
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Midosa95 

MIDOSAonline 
The archives school built its first webpage for the Internet in 1995. 

Enthusiastic about the new possibilities that were offered with this new medium 
thoughts started on using the linking capacities of the internet technologies for 
creating online finding aids to be presented on the web. They should work like 
printed finding aids yet without al! the restrictions opposed on them by the needs of 
logistics and transportation of the volumes to inspect them as well as by the need to 
manually turn pages after looking into the table of content. 

A grant for a new development was received from the German Science 
Foundation and the next tool of the MIDOSA family was developed to create 
structured online presentations of finding aids. A conference in Marburg in 1998 
presented this new idea with a prototype to the archival community including 
colleagues from the US that informed the participants on the first steps of EAD, the 
Encoded Archival Description. 
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The new concept of the online presentation and use of finding aids went 
already a bit further than just transforming ·paper finding aids into electronic form 
and offered new functionalities that were not available before. One of them was the 
possibility to give explanations on the descriptive work, on appraisal decisions, or on 
the way how the material came into the repository as supplementary information to 
descriptive units or classification groups. Was it seif-evident to add such information 
to the introduction on the first pages of a printed finding aid before, now it was 
possible to offer it to users when they needed it. The new online finding aids 
presented also already the structured navigation with the constantly shown table of 
content as well as a key term search and the possibility to switch between both at any 
rime. 

The online finding aid was produced with a built în functionality in 
MIDOSAonline. A HTML presentation was generated with the dBase data after 
calling it up from inside the program. The output was a complete finding aid with a 
title page, a table of content, an introduction, and an index and it offered the 
supplementary information with little blue buttons with an "i" inside. This button 
opened them in a separate window. The new software was offered by the archives 
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school for free use or on the basis of a registration model and it encountered a 
considerable interest3. 

MidosaXML 
During the following years Gennan archivists studied EAD more closely to 

find out, if it might have advantages for their archival work and if it was applicable 
in their working traditions. A study group of 8 Gennan and 8 American archivists, 
co-funded from both countries tried to find a common understanding of how to use 
EAD or to find a way to make both approaches more compliant with the aim to share 
finding aid data in joint access points and gateways4

• The Research Libraries Group 
(RLG) in San Francisco had just installed a server with a large quantity of archival 
finding aids, many of them coded in EAD. Results of the severa) intense discussions 
in the group were on the one hand a better understanding of EAD as a text-encoding 
standard on the Gennan side. On the other hand it demonstrated the perspective of 
joint steps to exchange and share data given the increasing intemational cooperation 
of historical research and the use of archives across national boarders. 

At the same time the development of MidosaXML started which marked a 
next decisive step of the MIDOSA developments. lt should now give an answer to 
the new demands to exchange data with national and intemational gateways. For this 
purpose it should apply the new functionalities given by the emerging XML-standard 
for data encoding. lt was recognised that it had the capacity of opening new 
flexibilities for reusing the data, since these data were now separated from their 
representation. The actual presentation of the data could be done in deliberately 
designed ways for the Internet or for printing. 

So a DTD in XML fonnat was written to confonn to the dBase data in 
MIDOSAonline including further data from Baden-Wiirttemberg systems for stacks 
management. lt was largely based on EAD, however decisive deviations were 
accepted with the intention to answer to special needs of the Gennan archival 
community. Main parts of EAD were adopted and so the final Mid05aXML DTD 
was near to a translation of EAD into Gennan. A translation table between both was 

3 Werner Engel (ed.), MIDOSA fur Windows, Handbuch (Stand November 2000) (bearbeitet von 
Daniel Karl und Anne Kathrin Rowedder), downloadable from the MIDOSA website of the 
Archivesschool Marburg. 
4 Bemhard Grau, Das deutsch-amerikanische ProjekJ "Gemeinsames Fachkon:.epl Online
ErschliefJung" - Zur Obertragbarkeit der Encoded Achival description (EAD) au/ die archivische 
Praxis in Deutschland, in Angelika Menne-Haritz (ed.), Online-Findbucher und Partale, Marburg, 
2002, cf. also the documentation inel. the final report on the project in English on the website of the 
Archivesschool Marburg at www.archivschule.de. 
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added to the manual of MidosaXML5
• Especially the way used in EAD to structure 

the descriptive data hierarchically was adopted. 
The next step in this development was the creation of a new editor. Besides 

the template view a table view was added which offered a structured overview of the 
whole finding aid with levels that could be collapsed or expanded in the working area 
in the middle of the screen. On the left hand side of the screen the structure is now 
shown and linked to the text and on the right hand side two tool boxes offer sections 
or elements to be included. 

The elements on the screen are elements of finding aids. Therefore they are 
not completely identica! with the elements of the DTD. The elements shown may be 
nested elements with other elements above that are not shown. That is the case f.i. if 
upper elements are just needed for the creation of a consistent hierarchy inside the 
XML definition, but do not contain content. They may be an element with a certain 
attribute and even with a standard value of the attribute. So there might be the 
elements "reference number" offered in the tool box. When it is clicked upon and 
entered into the file the combination of the element "unitid" with the attribute "type" 
with its value "bestellnummer" is entered into the XML file. The reference number 
can just be entered without worrying about the actual tagging in the XML file. The 
element shown implies this combination and the program translates it so that a 
consistent tagging is used. The archivists using MidosaXML do not need to leam 
XML, but they have to know the elements that are parts of finding aids, how they are 
used and what sort of information they convey. They can leave the rest, the technical 
translation, to the program. 

5 Angelika Menne-Haritz, MidosaXML - der Findbucheditor, XML-basiertes Werkzeug zur 
Erfassung und redaktionel/en Bearbeitung von Findbuchern, entwickeltfiir PARSIFAL, Handbuch, 
Marburg 2006, available from the MIDOSA website ofthe Archivesschool Marburg. 
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The working screen of MidosaXML 

The MidosaXML format was defined for finding aids as well as for holdings 
guides at the levei above thern. The holdings guide for the whole repository should 
be used for structuring the online finding aids and therefore a linking mechanism 
between the description of a record group and the corresponding finding aid had to 
be included. Furthermore like in EAD a linking was installed that allows integrating 
images into the finding aid that can be called up f.i. from descriptive units via a text 
link and are shown in a separate window. MidosaXML also got a transformation 
style sheet that converted the MIDOSA encoding into EAD encoding to be able to 
offer the finding aids to the RLG gateway. 

MidosaXML was developed on the basis of these works aiming at an 
increased intemationalisation of archival description. It was available since 200 I. It 
used the format of a hierarchical database intemally and translated it into the XML 
format for storing and transforming in EAD. It offered new flexibility, integrating f.i. 
a function for printing finding aids from the same data. Furthermore it was now 
possible to offer a repeated use of single elements as often as needed. MidosaXML 
was the decisive step for the easy usable capability to share data with other archival 
access points and it answered to the demands of a world wide networking of archives 
and their users to present, share and improve online finding aids. 
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MidosaSEARCH 
MidosaSEARCH some years ago again was a completely new development 

that had no predecessors or models to build on. It is not a tool for description but a 
search engine for the presentation of online finding aids in the Internet. Its speciality 
is the combination of structured navigation through al! the content and a text-based 
search over the same content with the possibility to switch between both at any time. 
Therefore it can be described as an archival search engine that supports the 
MidosaSEARCH.jpgdiscovery of content in the context of its creation. 

The contexts can be used from the beginning to enter directly into certain 
areas of competencies and the records produced there. It can also be used f.i. to 
exclude irrelevant parts of the whole before a key term search starts and it gives the 
framework for understanding the results presented in a !ist ofhits enriched with their 
contexts. The results lead to the place ins ide the text of the finding aid where they are 
used. At these places also the surrounding titles, the "non-hits", are shown and can be 
browsed and used for associative discovery. The presentation shows al! descriptive 
units the complete finding aids and not only just those titles that could have been 
retrieved in the huge masses. Therefore it can be seen a bit like a sophisticated search 
in e-books with the finding aids understood as complete texts. 
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Online-finding aid in MidosaSEARCH 
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The finding aids in MidosaSEARCH are linked to the holdings guide, which 
can also be integrated into the key term search. Those parts of the holdings guides 
delivering information of records groups that are not yet described in online finding 
aids allow being informed even on those record groups. Furthermore the holdings 
guide places each record group into the context of the creation and this context 
enriches the textual information and the actual description. 

The technical characteristics of MidosaSEARCH are, that it is document 
hased referring to the XML files of the online finding aids and showing the HTML 
presentations generated with MidosaXML - and now also with MEX - hoth in the 
MIDOSA and the EAD format. The search engine uses the open source indexer 
Lucene. lt will he supplemented soon hy a third levei, which can he used to represent 
an archival Iandscape in a structured way. 

MidosaSEARCH offers four comhined search strategies with the index terms 
selected during description Ieading to the referenced place as well as the possihility 
to hrowse through the text Iike in a hook hesides the full text search and the 
structured navigation. A google slot allows to find what can he named across all or 
selected elements of the finding aids, selected levels of the presentation, or selected 
single or groups of finding aids. Y et the parallel structured navigation helps to 
discover also the unknown answers to open questions. 

MidosaSEARCH is used for a union finding aid in the Internet gateway of 
the network of those state archives that have records from the former socialist party 
and the unions of the East German GDR (Netzwerk SED/FDGB-Archivgut). The 
Federal Archives have recently received a grant from the German science foundation 
to use this existing gateway and to huild on it to construct a reference model of a 
gateway to archives in Germany. For this purpose the union finding aid will he 
enlarged and the archival Iandscape will he integrated as third levei. Conversion tools 
will he created that transform the data from the local archival systems into the target 
format used in the union finding aid. This format is the EAD profile that has heen 
used for the own applications of the Federal Archives. The conversion tools will he 
based on the newest development of the Midosa family, MEX - the MidosaEditor 
for XML standards. 

MEX 
MEX was finished in Decemher 2007. This newest arrival in the MIDOSA 

family, called MEX, is a tool for the creation of structured Internet presentation of 
digitised archives in online finding aids. It works directly in XML on the hasis of 
international standards. Its main aim is to offer a way that makes the creation of 
Internet presentations with digital images from the archival records easier. Therefore 
it offers a function to create a HTML presentation of an online finding aid including 
all corresponding digital reproductions in one step. The images of each descriptive 
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unit are combined into structured digital archival objects. No special IT knowledge is 
needed for it. 

Again MEX applies newest technological developments and tailors them to 
fit the needs of archival professionals. Its new functions are combinations between 
the three international standards EAD (Encoded Archival Description), EAC 
(Encoded Archival Context) and METS (Metadata Encoding and Transmission 
Standard). They are used to create complete Internet presentations of digitised 
archives again based on the traditional archival methods and principles with the 
provenance oriented perspective by creating finding aids that offer insight into the 
original contexts of creation for each single item. 

Furthermore the rather recent standard METS is applied to create digital 
archival objects of all images corresponding to one descriptive unit by gathering all 
relevant metadata of the images in one XML file. METS as a standard offers much 
more than used for MEX. More metadata f.i. on the technical process of the creation 
of the images, on rights and their management and on the administration of the image 
data can be entered before or after editing the file in MEX. It will surely be useful to 
keep there data on the originals that were digitised. And also the documentation of 
the creation and changes of the file itself can be entered and used for their 
administration. METS is very flexible in including data from other standards using 
the namespace functionality. It can contain data in EAD format with the same 
tagging used in EAD. However this was not implied in MEX to avoid the 
complications resulting from redundancies of the same data in different files. 

For the purpose of presenting the digital reproductions on the Internet the 
METS editor in MEX offers an automated function for entering the data on images. 
With one click all images stored in one folder are entered at once. The data copied to 
the file include the addresses of the images and some basic information like the mime 
type. An internai reference is created for each image at the same time and the 
structural map, the obligatory part of METS, is filled with references to each image. 
Here a type attribute can be changed manually while inspecting the images on the 
same screen to control the final online presentation. So all steps of routine and 
repeated work like copying the addresses of the images to the METS file are 
automated while the selection of certain images as especially interesting and relevant 
for a first inspection of the file is done individually by the archivist. The technical 
creation of the presentation does not depend on the number of images selected, 
however the better it is done the better new users can identify the relevance of the 
descriptive unit for the own work. 

The structural map is used to control the presentation of images from textual 
records in a completely new way. Considering that neither thumbnail presentations 
nor a series of pages are really easy to use for the investigation of archival records 
online a new model was tried out. Therefore two layers were conceived, one for the 
orientation inside a descriptive unit and the other for browsing through it or for 
targeted access to single pages. The orientation view contains all pages marked as 
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structurally relevant. For easier estimation on the relevance of pages for the research 
questions a special presentation was designed that just shows the upper third of a 
page where normally the most concentrated information on the letter can be rapidly 
overseen. 
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MEX was developed in two consecutive projects, <daofind> and 
<daofind+> by the Federal Archives with support from the Andrew W. Mellon 
foundation, New York. The first project <daofind> tried to find a new way for 
editing descriptive information by applying the open source platform Eclipse, which 
had been coded by IBM and opened for the open source community. With this basis 
the new developments would work on different platforms and operating systems. 

The first <daofind> project developed a prototype of the application. It was 
one of the first applications that installed Eclipse on the users desktop. Doing this 
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many of the functions of the platform could he used without programming them 
again and the new application could he designed as a plug in. That reduced the 
amount of resources for the development considerably. With the prototype it could 
he shown that this way worked and that it was possible to develop it further. 

MEX uses the three standards EAD, EAC and METS directly. The technical 
principie is that a subset of the corresponding standard is defined to configure MEX 
for a specific application. However the spectrum of possible profiles is only limited 
by the standards definition itself. This subset defines which elements, attributes and 
their eventually predefined values are offered for work, which elements are used and 
written into the XML-document, but are hidden on the normal working screen, how 
these elements are called, which text is offered as a tool tip and so on. lt is easy to 
produce other language versions and a structural adaptation to national traditions can 
he clone with the choice of elements and attributes offered on the working screen. 

MEX makes extended use of links offering f.i. the integration of single 
images to the title page, to the text of the introduction or to the description of a 
collection of personal papers in the holdings guide. The editor offers easy ways to 
create those links. So a click on the element for digital archival objects opens a 
window with the folder structure available and the name of the chosen files is copied 
immediately into the element. 

Again MEX is not conceived as a central archival system. MEX is meant for 
decentralized implementation and offers many flexible ways to work. Even if it is 
used very differently the data produced conform to the same structural standard and 
can he shared with other applications. Its prevailing perspective is the one of 
producing finding aids. Ali parts of finding aids can he edited with it. The title page 
can he composed of different elements that can he displayed in different layouts 
when using other style sheets. The introduction can he composed of a variety of 
elements that correspond to parts of introductions used before. However this 
structure gives on the one hand a sort of cheque list of useful components and allows 
on the other hand the reuse ofthe data in other contexts. 

The EAD finding aid in MEX can include in itself the documentation of its 
development. The EAD elements for creation and revisions are useful for the internai 
management of the collection of online finding aids in a repository, even if they are 
not used for presentation. On the level of the classification groups or of the 
descriptive units many explaining elements can he used when wanted. 

Especially innovative aspects of MEX concern the direct use of XML
standards. lt stands somehow in between XML-editors and databases. Like XML
editors MEX creates texts. However functionalities like a plausibility control of 
normalised times are also integrated. The data worked on have the format of XML
files. Therefore the data are open. At no moment they are in a proprietary format and 
there is no need to convert them. The data must not be imported but can he opened 
like a text in a word processor. They are stored just like that and can he opened and 
used with any other text editor or XML editor. The editor opens most of the valid 
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EAD files from other applications. Elements that are not defined in the EAD profite 
actually used are shown in squared brackets indicating that they are not defined and 
will not be used for the HTML presentation. They stay in the file where they are and 
will not be cut off. 

The MEX software consists of severa! modules and has an open structure. It 
is distributed as a public domain for free use and is offered for adaptations as open 
source via the SourceForge platform for Windows and Apple Mac operating systems 
in German andin English6

• 

What does MEX offer? 
For the description of archives MEX allows capturing, importing, and 

editing standard or extended online-finding aids for archival records with EAD and 
creating adapted finding aids for collections of personal papers or personal files. It 
can be used to create a holdings guide on EAD format for the whole archival service 
which can be taken to structure sets of online finding aids linked to it. Information on 
persons and records creators can be added and offered with links in EAC format 
relating to descriptions of collections of personal files or of record groups in the 
holdings guides. The descriptive units in the finding aids can be linked to integrated 
viewers for digitisations controlled with data in METS format. The work can be done 
in a professional language environment and the actual tagging can be left to the 
program. 

For editing online finding aids with images digitised archival records can be 
added to descriptive units in the form of structured digital archival objects. In a 
similar way single pictures can be added at multiple places inside the finding aid 
including the title page and the introduction. Wizards help to enter the right 
addresses. During the description or editing a cumulated index can be created and 
managed in a separate window. In a similar way a !ist of abbreviations is created and 
managed in a separate view. The tagging inside text content for these functions as 
well as those for rendering text bold or italic or entering line breaks is done with the 
context menu inside a snippet editor. While working the display can be changed 
between a table view and a template view, with the template offering a core set of 
elements that do not need to be entered one by one in the table view. Other displays 
of the same date give a look at the whole XML file or just the active element with the 
nested element and attributes undemeath and at a HTML preview in form of a !ist of 
all elements used. 

For creating Internet presentations a function is available using a default 
style sheet that generates the HTML files including the folders structure needed. It 
can be packed and copied to a web server as such. This functionality is available for 

6 http://sourceforge.net with further information and documentation in the wiki space. For more 
details see www.daofind.de with links to examples offinding aids with digital reproductions. 
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each file in EAD, EAC, and METS format, as well as for a whole set of an EAD 
finding aids with all corresponding METS files for digital images including the 
copying of the images to the final place. The image presentation is enriched with 
descriptive information taken from the EAD files. 

The MEX editions 
Given the great variety of choices offered by the standards five different 

configurations or editions have been produced to reduce the complexity. The 
principie when designing them was to extemalise those choices that are only made 
once in the beginning of the work. While f.i. EAC is drafted for information on 
persons, families and corporate bodies, the object will not change after starting to 
capture information. So different editions of the EAC editors were conceived for 
information on persons and on corporate bodies. 

The two editions for finding aids differ conceming the amount of elements 
defined in the configuration. The standard finding aid is seen as containing only the 
core elements of archival description and thus being adapted perhaps for a 
standardised work process with auxiliary staff. The products can be opened with the 
edition for extended finding aids and they can be supplemented with more 
information, pictures and other elements. Two other editions are available for finding 
aids, one for collections for personal papers and the other one for personal files or 
court records. The choice of the elements offered here is similar to the data fields in 
the corresponding database applications of the Federal Archives ZDN, the central 
database on German language collections of personal papers worldwide, accessible 
on the archives website. 

The fifth edition is configured for capturing and editing holdings guides. 
Holdings guides are very common in German archives. Often they are printed and 
published as books and can be found in the holdings of university libraries. These 
holdings guides give a general overview on the complete holdings of the repository. 
The holdings guides have always been drafted in a rather structured form similar to 
that of finding aids. They contain descriptions of record groups each of them with a 
reference number and an official name followed by a description of the main areas 
covered by the records, the running dates as well as explanations on how the records 
had been created originally and how they had found their way into the repository. Ali 
this information is structurally similar to the information on descriptive units in 
finding aids. Therefore MidosaXML was already used to edit holdings guides and 
MEX offers now a specialised editor for them with an adapted choice of EAD 
elements and a labelling for it. 

The editions for finding aids include the editor for METS files that allows 
creating digital archival objects for the descriptive units. The linking with the EAD 
file is easily done. The name of the METS file is dragged and dropped into the <dao> 
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- element of the EAD file. The software does everything else when the creation of 
the presentation is started. 

With this most recent step in the developments of the MIDOSA family of 
software tools flexibility is achieved to an amount, which was unknown for archival 
software until now. The standards unify the data format, and at the same time they 
allow to work in environments adapted to special needs of different archival material. 
Especially the structural standard EAD shows it capacity to open new ways of 
accepting diversity. Besides its implementation content standards can be used for 
description with rules describing how to come to the content of the elements. Value 
standards can be applied to define authorities like the official names of persons or 
institurions. And the technical standards, describing f.i. XML and HTML, deliver the 
technological basis. Applying structural standards like EAD, EAC, and METS may 
help to understand each other better by using the same language while expressing 
different content. 

The principles of the MIDOSA developments 
From its beginnings MIDOSA was a tool that supported archival work 

without prescribing how to do it. That means that it addresses professional archivists, 
who decide on what is needed to open the access to the archival material that shall be 
described. The professional decisions are supported, not foreclosed by the software. 

Decentralisation was a basic principie from the beginning, as MIDOSA had 
never been conceived as a centralised archival system running on a network server, 
even if during work in teams the data can be shared on common storage spaces. 

Another basic principie was to provide !atest technology in such a way that it 
could unfold its productivity for archival work on the basis of the professional 
principles, especially provenance, to improve the service quality and the visibility of 
archives. 

The first development MIDOSA applied the technology of the new 
microcomputers for decentralised work. The second step, MIDOSA95 introduced the 
compliance with the recently published ICA standard for data exchange ISAD(G). 
The next development, MIDOSAonline, reacted very early to the open possibilities 
of the new medium Internet to produce online finding aids. With the availability of 
XML and on the basis of first knowledge about EAD MidosaXML enlarged the 
flexibility of the tool with the use of the same data for an improved online 
presentation and printing of finding aids. And finally MEX adds the capability to 
create online presentations with embedded digital reproductions of complete records 
groups in one step while working directly with the intemational standards. 

These developments were accompanied by a continuous effort to improve 
the research functionality in the display of the finding aids. The online finding aids 
were presented in a structured way with the classification as a sort of table of content 
used for navigation. A full text search was added going across the finding aid and 
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presenting the results as a list pointing to the text were the tenn was used. So finding 
aids could be used like e-books. The same way to search and retrieve archives was 
taken over with MidosaSEARCH that offered a cross search over the holdings guide 
and all finding aids linked to it. ln a second version its functions have been enhanced 
f.i. with a second search inside a retrieved finding aid using another tenn and the 
possibility to go back to the results of the first one. MidosaSEARCH is now a real 
context sensitive search and discovery engine which is appreciated and used by 
increasing numbers ofusers on the website ofthe Federal Archives. 

The MIDOSA tools can soon celebrate their 25 years. With a concept always 
a bit aside - and ahead - of the main stream they nevertheless influenced other 
developments considerably. They have shown, that with modern techniques archival 
principles Iike provenance are still useful, that they can give users orientation in the 
holdings and deliver context in an intuitive way. They unfold their key benefits even 
more in the digital Internet based environment. 

Rezumat 

MIDOSA - o familie de instrumente software la îndemâna arhivistului 

Ultimul produs al familiei MIDOSA se numeşte MEX [EMX] - MidosaEditor 
for XML-standards [Editorul Midosa pentru standardele XML]. În egală măsură cu 
ceilalţi membri ai familiei, ea reprezintă un instrument software dezvoltat în mod expres 
pentru sprijinirea descrierii arhivistice, în momentul de faţă integrand o funcţie pentru 
crearea unor complete prezentări online a arhivelor digitale în cadrul instrumentelor 
online de cercetare. Toate instrumentele MIDOSA au răspuns la noile produse ale 
tehnologiei şi au deschis noi direcţii pentru a sprijini munca arhivistică, pentru a oferi 
informaţii descriptive utilizatorilor de arhive şi pentru a spori calitatea serviciilor 
arhivistice. Bazându-se pe aceleaşi principii de uşurinţă în a folosi înalta tehnologie cu 
buget limitat, fiecare dintre ele are funcţiile sale specifice. 

Obiectivele comune ale dezvoltărilor MIDOSA se pot sintetiza în asigurarea 
unui sprijin pentru arhiviştii profesionişti, oferindu-le cea mai recentă tehnologie ajustată 
nevoilor lor şi în intensificarea vizibilităţii şi a utilităţii arhivelor. Prin sprijinirea 
sarcinilor profesionale, MIDOSA a demonstrat că tehnicile informatice moderne i-a 
convins pe arhivişti să nu renunţe la păstrarea tradiţiilor lor şi la standardele profesionale. 
Dimpotrivă, aceste tehnici permit ca principiile profesionale arhivistice precum 
provenienţa să devină încă şi mai relevante pentru chestiunea atât de dezbătută a 
deschiderii accesului la arhive pentru oricine este interesat în investigarea lor. 

Articolul de faţă descrie feluritele etape din dezvoltarea instrumentelor care 
alcătuiesc familia MIDOSA de la începutul anilor '80 în Arhivele de Stat ale landului 
Baden-Wilrttemberg. Ele includ varianta primitivă a MIDOSA cu aplicarea sa 
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descentralizată, MIDOSA95 - bazată pe o bază de date modernă şi ţinând seamă de 
ISAD(G), MIDOSAonline - primul software destinat convertirii bazei de date în HTML, 
şi MidosaXML - care a lăsat deoparte sistemele de gestiune a bazelor de date şi a operat 
în mod direct în fişierele de text XML, bazându-se pe EAD. În paralel cu aceasta, 
MidosaSEARCH a fost dezvoltat ca un motor de căutare bazat pe fişierele de text şi 

prezentând date în context precum în instrumentele de cercetare tipărite, dar cu multe noi 
utilităţi pentru o folosire mai lejeră. 

Ultimul produs este MEX, realizat prin proiectul <daofind> şi aplicabil pentru 
crearea de instrumente ştiinţifice online cu imagini integrate din documentele arhivistice 
digitalizate. Prima versiune a MEX a fost lansată în cinci ediţii cu diferite profite ale 
EAD-Standard adaptate pentru felurite situaţii. Instrumentele MIDOSA pot sărbători în 
curând cei 25 de ani. Ele au demonstrat că, alături de tehnicile moderne, principii 
arhivistice precum provenienţa sunt încă utile şi că pot oferi utilizatorilor orientarea 
necesară. 
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